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Preface
The German-English Shorthand is principally a phonetic writing which is based on
the English pronunciation as shown in 'Daniel Jones: Everyman's English Pronouncing
Dictionary, revised by A C Gimson', The vowels, diphthongs and consonants are transcribed according to the phonetic symbols of the International Phonetic Association.
The German-English Shorthand matches in Part I as well as in Part II to the German
Unified Shorthand. New signs and further rules are introduced only when necessary
because of linguistic specialities. Part II does not depend on a knowledge of the Speed
style (= quick and reporters' styles) of the German Unilied Shorthand; it is based
only on Part I (correspondence style) of the German-English Shorthand. However,
knowing the German Unified Shorthand, one repeats simultaneously by studying the
German-English Shorthand the most important rules of the German Unified Shorthand.
The examples in Part II are chosen to meet necessities of the special language of
business practice; they comprise the essential vocabulary of the ordinary and special
language.
Whoever studies Part II of the German-English Shorthand dominates the English
language to an extent that he certainly understands the rules in English. For those
in doubt about the meaning of a rule the German version is published in the key
to Part II.
To practise rules and short-cuts intensively, sentences and phrases instead of continuous texts are provided. These are published in a special text book accompanying
Parts I and II of the German-English Shorthand of which the texts for Part II include
further reporters' style short-cuts.
Writing can only be learned by writing. Therefore, you should practise the signs and rules
of shorthand by writing them. Do not only read the examples of the lessons, but copy
them repeatedly, exactly and distinctly.

Contractions

1) Prepositions may be joined to the following articles, pronouns to the following
auxiliary verbs. 2) to may be joined to the following word. 3) -ing may be fused to the
bottom of signs rounded to the right.4) Signs for prefixes up to one step may be attached to the
top of signs beginning at the upper boundary line.

5) The sign for [ ɪ, i:], -y, -e, -ee, -ie, is always used at the end of a word as well as
before endings and the suffix -ly. 6) The short form for re- is not used if it results in
inconvenient, illegible or other figures which cannot be read without any doubt.

Initial short-cuts: [ʌ, ɑ:]

Initial short-cuts of syllables are formed by writing only the initial consonant, with
the vowel represented in it; the rest of the word is omitted. 7) [ ʌ] and [ɑ:] are represented
by a thick stroke for the initial consonant. 8) If the syllable begins with a vowel the
sign for it is written.

Write in Shorthand (S): I. At the foot of the hill, to be or not to be, they were riding,
you have nothing to do, the pudding, they invited us to dinner, to an extreme.

II. To levy a tax, after the revision, to repel the enemy, you can rely an them, the
re-admission, a heavy sea, our representation in Malawi, quick relief to the victims.
III. After consulting an advocate she insulted the guard. We are far from using overdrafts. Mark just these reductions. The justice had to ask Audrey for the loading charges.
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Further contractions; omission of vowels

1) Prepositions may be joined to the following pronouns, auxiliary verbs to the following we. 2) The less important of two consecutive vowels may be omitted. 3) At the
end of a word [ ə] may be omitted in the syllables [-b ər, -g ər, -t ər, -k ər, -r ər, -d ər, -f ər,
pər].

4) You may be represented by intersecting the preceding sign, your by intersecting with
the sign r, yours with rs.

Initial short-cuts: [e, æ, ə]

Only the initial consonant is written, with the vowel [e, æ, ə] represented in it; the
rest of the word is omitted. If a short-cut could be misinterpreted as short form, the
sign for the vowel [ə] may be added.

S: I. Can we trust the guardian? Tell him from me that Theodore is a historian, too.
The debtor had to suffer a heavy loss. We had to consider these offers at a low figure.
II. Have you seen the royal palaces? Your trial orders for butter cannot be filled.
Can you interpret his behaviour? Things are going great. Are we badly dressed?
III. Wisdom-teeth are the four back teeth. The manufacturer expects you to hand
him this letter. The plane landed smoothly. Were you glad to have guests from Ireland?

Omission of endings and of r; [ɪəl], [jʊəl], uni

1) The last syllable of a word pronounced [ ə] or [ ɪ] and the last sound of a word may
be omitted if the complete word can be read without any doubt (except for - bər etc.
syllables). 2) r preceding another consonant in the same syllable may be omitted. If the
following consonant is upstroke-t the vowel is represented according to the rules of
initial short-cuts; if that is impossible, downstroke-t may be written. 3) The signs for
syllables or parts of syllables are used within a syllable, always.

Initial short-cuts: [eɪ]

Only the initial consonant is written, with the vowel [eɪ] represented in it by a thick
stroke and a wide upstroke of one step.

S: I. The summer Fashion, the underlying features, open your hand, the Sterling area,
mother enabled Percy to do it, the real reason, they added fuel to the flames, in unity.
II. Let us unite, Sir Richard himself, the survival of the fittest, we agree in substance
with you, archaistic and specialistic, the ideas of humanism, to diminish.
III. Free trade area, to take up negotiations, the surname of the Turkish trainee, the
trainer was mistaken, to maintain a high level, a nameless melody, she came last.

Omission of 1 and n; further contractions

1) l preceding another consonant in the same syllable may be omitted. 2) n preceding
another consonant in the same syllable may also be omitted, except for the consonant
clusters -nce and -nse. 3) If the consonant following l or n is upstroke-t the vowel is
represented according to the rules of initial short-cuts; final -ant and -ent in polysyllabic words are always written in full. Downstroke-t may be used if the application
of upstroke-t is impossible. 4) Auxiliary verbs may be joined to each other and to the
following not.

Final short-cuts

Final short-cuts of syllables are formed by omitting the initial consonant of a syllable,
the rest of the word is written as usual. In compound words alter a lowered part
the next word should return to the base line.

S: I. A foreign accent, your self-confidence, the front window, a bond-holder, Gerald
and Gilbert felt cold, a vulgarism, you did not do it well.
II. A capital letter, a great favour, in the society of these gentlemen, popular film
stars, a densely populated country, hundreds and thousands.
III. The most-favoured nation clause, of minor importance, to handle formalities,
a note to this effect, you may rest assured, our last invoice.

Omission of inserted syllables and sounds; contractions

1) Inserted syllables and sounds in compound words and before suffixes may be
omitted. 2) Closely connected wo rd s may be join ed if th is is advantag eous an d
can be read without any doubt. 3) When parts of words or words are joined,
upstrokes may overlap.

4) ship always holds its position in the writing system, the sign may be extended
upwards.

Further final short-cuts

S: I. In the evening, the dining-room, I will dictate a letter, his attitude, because of
the identity, not only the opening of an account, I am able, a reliability run.
II. The shipping-agent accepted the offer. Cost, insurance and freight (cif). A point
of Land, to arrange punctually, a four per cent share, a transport ship, scholarship.
III. A blood transfusion, submit a plan, an inquiry to an adviser, refusal of payment,
for prudential reasons, precise orders, a tape-recorder, excuse his conduct, referable.
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Initial short-cuts: Prefixes and suffixes; consonant clusters

The outline of a word has to be clear in its context. 1) Therefore, prefixes and suffixes
have to be added to the initial short-cuts. 2) However, a suffix may be omitted unless
the word could be misinterpreted, in the context, without this suffix. 3) In consonant
clusters only the first sign is to be written with a thick stroke.

Revision: Short forms for endings and suffixes

S: To advance money, a special offer, specimens are available, to cover particulars,
to pass the ship's rail, operating instructions, documents against acceptance, pending
questions, spare parts, intended for consumption, their heroism is above all praise.

Affix short-cuts

Affix short-cuts are formed by omitting the stem of a word, only affixes - prefix(es),
prefix(es) with suffix(es) or suffix(es) - are written.

Revision: Omission at the end of a word

S: Advice of dispatch, to conduct an advertising campaign, instruct the shipping
department, to pay a fixed rate of interest, to suit a person, they are absolutely right,
an action against the president, perhaps already industrialized, a great satisfaction.

Final sound and medial sound short-cuts

F i n a l s o u n d s h o r t - c u t s a r e f o r me d b y t h e f i n a l s o u n d o f a c o n s o n a n t c l u s t e r a t t h e
end of a syllable, without representing a vowel. If not connected with the preceding
p art of a d erived o r co mp ou nd wo rd th e short-cu t is written on th e upp er lin e. Th e
short-cut upstroke-t is written on the base line, if it is followed by a suffix.

M e d i a l s o u n d s h o r t - c u t s a r e f o r me d b y w r i t i n g o n l y t h e me d i a l v o w e l s i g n o n t h e
upper line, if not connected with the preceding part of a derived or compound word.

Revision: Omission of inserted syllables and sounds

S: Acts of Congress, they extend their activities, the controller came almost always,
you have exceptional connections, the circulation of money, a change for the worse,
if anybody can do it, we concede you that point, as far as you are concerned, a circuit.

Final short-cuts: High position, final vowels

1) A final short-cut is written on the upper line if it could be mistaken, in the context,
for another outline. 2) If a syllable ends with a vowel the sign for it is written; if not
connected with the preceding part of a derived or compound word the sign for the
vowel is written on the upper line. However, the signs for low position vowels are always
written in their original position.

Revision: Endings and suffixes

S: Reduction of socks, to comply with an instruction, an increased stability,
stockbrokers, reference initials, no reply, by chance, by the by, counterc l o c k w i s e , t h e dress was too creased, likewise, mail early in the day, more or less, no one man.

Initial short-cuts: High Position

1) The sign for [ɪ, i:] is either written after the initial consonant or represented in it
on the
upper
line. 2)
The
sign
for [ɑɪ] is written after the initial consonant or alone,
wh en b eginning a d erived o r co mp o und word . 3 ) [ j ʊ, ju :] is represented by a th ick
stroke for the initial consonant on the upper line or by intersecting the initial sign on the base
line. - Lower and full length signs shall not be used for initial short-cuts
on the upper line. Signs for prefixes shall not be connected with initial short-cuts
on the upper line, except for pro- and re-.

Initial short-cuts: Low position

4) [ʊ, u:] is represented by a low position of the initial eonsonant, 5) [ɑʊ] by a low position
and a thick stroke for the initial consonant. 6) [ ɔɪ] is represented by a low position of the
initial consonant and a wide upstroke of one step, 7) [ ɔ:] additionally by a thick stroke for
the initial consonant. - Small and medium signs are lowered half a step, upper length signs
one step. Lower and full length signs shall not be used for initial short-cuts in a low position.

S: I. At reduced prices, situations vacant, acknowledge receipt, weight list, the import duty, for
the future, the Bill of Rights, build up reputation, the citizenship, best wishes.
II. Would you believe it? Free exchange of goods, to slow down the boom, let us overlook his mistake, book the shipping space, put it in hand, the net amount of invoice.

Initial short-cuts: [ ɒ, əʊ], [ɜ:]

1) The sign for[ ɒ, əʊ] is either written after the initial consonant or represented in
it by making a wide curve at the head or foot of the initial consonant or by curving
the whole sign, 2) [3:] additionally by a thick stroke for the initial consonant

Revision: Initial short-cuts

The numbers mark the lessons where the short-cuts are taught.

S: The observers are not here yet. A great future is reserved for the new party. They
would like to hear from her tomorrow morning. This work will nerve you only for a
short time. What will the world say? Quote the number of your order in all further letters.

Final short-cuts:
Derivations, intersection, omission of upstrokes

1) Final short-cuts may also be formed for their derivatives. 2) [jʊ] may be written by
intersection. 3) Signs for consonants and consonant clusters existing only at the end
of a syllable with [e, æ, ə] and [ʌɑ:] may be written without an upstroke.

Revision: Final short-cuts

S: Prices will decline. Are you inclined to believe it was a final decision? £30,
inclus ive of in te res t. The l ad y w as fine l y d res sed . Ho w c a n th e su b sc rib e r f in an ce
the subscription? The bookmaker is now claiming this amount from your successor.

Affix short-cuts: Representation of vowels

The vowel of the wordstem may be represented in the affix. High position vowels
are represented an the upper line, low position vowels by lowering small signs half
a step, other signs one step.

Revision: Affix short-cuts

S : A t t h e f i r s t o p p o r t u n i t y , c o n s u me r g o o d s i n d u s t r y , c o m m i s s i o n o f i n q u i r y , t h e
president gave an interview, to be continued, it will be most convenient to you,
cash an delivery, the District of Columbia, to call into existence, favourable influence.

Multisyllable short-cuts: Beginning of words

Multisyllable short-cuts may be formed by the beginning of the word.

Revision: Omission of l, n, r
Omit preceding l, n, r in consonant clusters at the end of a syllable.

Before upstroke-t represent the vowel in the initial consonant.

If that is impossible, write downstroke-t.

Distinguish between pairs of possible transcription hazards:

S: Collection of samples, help (he machinist out of diff i culties, regularly recurring fixed
amounts, to suggest for adjustments, in rather general terms, old business connections,
a foreign correspondent, the officer of the day, organized labour, a party organ.

Multisyllable short-cuts: Beginning and end of words

Multisyllable short–cuts may be formed at the beginning and also at the end of the word.

Multisyllable short-cuts: End of words

Multisyllable short-cuts may be formed at the end of the word. The short-cut is written
on the upper line, if not connected with the preceding part of a derived or compound
word. Short-cuts with low position vowels begin an the base line; short-cuts with [ ɪ, i:]
begin half a step above the base tine.

S: I. The knowledge of trade customs, detailed catalogue material, the total amount,
transitional period, a limited company, to appreciate something, the personnel manager.
II. The dollar is a unit of money, we esteem it an honour, the political system of constitutionalism, to institute, an action, a stamped envelope, an article of consumption, an
Austrian employee, the official estimate, the methods of the policemen, several problems.

Further multisyllable short-cuts

Revision: Multisyllable short-cuts
Initial short-cuts (15a, 16a)

Beginning of the word (14a, 16a)

Beginning and parts of the interior of the word (16a)

Beginning and end of the word (15a, 16a)

End of the word (I5b)

S: European championship, avenues to success, port of origin, you must correct her
statement, abdication of the throne, electrical engineering, an electronic flash, let this
be an example to you, above the average, a co-operative society, a directory, electricity.

Reporters' style: Contractions

Reporters' style: Omission of sounds, syllables and words

Reporters' style:
Final sound and medial short-cuts; intersections

Reporters' style: Short forms

Alphabetical list of short-cuts and short forms
The numbers mark the lessons where short-cuts und short forms )are taught . Lesson 17 to 20 refer to
Reporters´ style, where further short-cuts are to be found in the exercises.
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